Brockett Complex Hall Council Resolution

Sponsors: Hunter Williams, President, Safe Abdel-Rahman, Flats Representative, Cole Deaver, Elections Chair/BARS Representative, Ashley Mayorga, BARS Representative

Aware of the frequent lack of participation of residents of the Bryan Apartments, Johnson ‘Roo Suites, and the Flats at Brockett Court in these respective Hall Councils,

Considering the input of the active members of the BARS Hall Council and the Flats Hall Council, and the feedback of the Student Life Office,

Considering the history for a complete lack of programming and the amount of Student Activity Fee funds often left untouched,

Be it resolved that the Student Assembly hereby decides to combine the BARS Hall Council and the Flats Hall Council to effectively create the Brockett Complex Hall Council,

- holding the same representation within the Student Assembly, including one Flats Representative and two BARS Representatives,
- combining the allotted Student Activity Fee funds for the BARS and Flats Hall Councils,
- and composed of a President, Secretary, Treasurer, and a Peer Judicial Board (PJB) Representative, in addition to the three aforementioned SA Representatives